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SPR Microscopy for Live Suspension Cells
SPRm 200 system is the world’s first commercial Surface Plasmon Resonance Microscopy
(SPRM) which combines the high spatial resolution of optical microscopy with the label-free
sensing capability of SPR. With this instrument, drug molecules binding with membrane
proteins on single whole cells can be directly detected and quantified.
In this application note, we describe the measurement of the equilibrium constant (KD) and
kinetic constants (ka and kd) of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA, 36k MW) binding with
glycoproteins of Human Burkitt's lymphoma B cells (Ramos cells).
Glycoproteins are
membrane proteins that play an important role in cell recognition and communications. 1
Quantifying the binding activities between lectins (e.g., WGA) and glycoproteins provides
critical information related to the nature, distribution and biological role of sugar groups on the
cell surface.2
Several chemistries to immobilize suspension cells on the SPR sensor surface has been
demonstrated.3 Here, the suspension Ramos cells were captured and immobilized on the
SPR cell sensor which was pre-treated with a commercial cell adhesive (e.g., Corning’s CellTakTM). Four different concentrations of WGA molecules are introduced to study the binding
of the molecules with membrane receptors on the cells. The binding affinity and kinetics are
determined by analyzing data from several hundred ROIs (Regions of Interest) on the cell
surface. ImageSPRTM software provides statistical analysis of binding affinity and kinetic
constants in addition to providing the 95% confidence interval (CI) data for each
measurement.
The equilibrium and kinetic constants obtained were KD= 7.5 nM (CI 6.1 – 9.3), ka= 2.5 x 105
M-1 s-1 (CI 2.1 – 2.9) and kd= 2.0 x 10-3 s-1 (CI 1.7 – 2.4). These values are in close agreement
with previous SPRM studies done with adherent cell lines.4

Fig 1. Bright field image of immobilized Ramos cells on SPR sensor surface (left) and SPRm image of WGA
binding to cell membrane protein (right)

Fig 2. Real time sensorgrams of binding

Fig 3. Histogram of measured KD (left), ka (top right) and kd (bottom right)

Fig 4. Individual kinetic fits of a couple ROIs
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